3IO	AT   CHEQUERS
firmly against any of the Hearst Press people, in the
Embassy at Washington. She spoke of the wonderful
administrative achievements of Mussolini: land that was
bog or desert now growing wheat; total disappearance
of beggars from Naples, etc. Rex Leeper, who lunched
here yesterday, told me that his brother Allen sat next
Lord Thomson at a public dinner lately, and after say-
ing something about a Socialist Ministry apologised, fear-
ing that Lord T. might think the remark a rude one,
" Not at all," said Lord T., " it is not a bit rude, except
that it isn't true. There isn't one Socialist in the Cabinet,
and very few in the Party!" (How furious the I.L.P.
people would be!)
May 10* I have just been to Chequers, for the meeting
of the Chequers Trustees. We were—besides Macdonald
himself—The Speaker, Lord Lee, Noel Buxton, Lansbury,
Maclagan and self. The P.M. took a very active and
observant interest in the state of the walls, and seemed
to care a great deal about the trees, many of which are
dead or dying, $nd wished for replanting, in the interest
of the P.M. of a, hundred years hence* We saw a few of
the treasures, especially Elizabeth's ring, with her por-
trait and that of Anne Boleyn. Lord Lee said it had been
given by James I to Lord Home, or Hume—and sold by
the present or late Lord to him.
There are also fine chalices, all—especially one very
fine Spanish one—marked as fifteenth century, which
made Maclagan point out that they could not be earlier
thap seventeenth.
.,. The P.M. talked of the Laureateship, to which he
has just appointed Masefield, practically inviting opinions
from Maclagan and me. I know Maclagan considered it
ought to have been offered to Yeats, whom, as he told me
going down, he thought much our greatest living poet.
xHe did not, however, say this to the P.M. But the P.M.
said some Irishman, an artist who has got a picture in the
Academy in which Yeats is introduced—one Keeling, I

